Perspectives of scientific publications of surgery in Italy. Perspectives on the article of M. Rubino and Al. "Types of surgical articles. Comparative analysis of three Italian and three foreign journals".
The globalization of the information and the wide use of the English language in the scientific world impose a not avoidable comparison to the scientific Italian journals, but with value indicators that if accepted without criticism could humble the undeniable internal values. In fact such comparison is based certainly on the quality of the contents, but it has already as background parameter the language of publication if the aim is that of an adequate diffusion. The questions that rise from the analysis of the problem are essentially two: if there is still room nowadays for surgical scientific publications in Italian language and if it is correct to accept in a closed box the indicator of international comparison conditioned by the English language, with the consequence that the definite value judgement is entrusted to external opinions. Certainly the Italian journals of surgery must aim both to quality and to their diffusion for reaffirm and validate their cultural rights. The quality depends on the authors and on the surgical environment in which they operate, beyond the engagement of the scientific direction of the journal; the diffusion on the correct employment of the English language, at last of the abstracts, and on the general editorial strategy pointing to encourage and promote the widest coverage of critique. It remains but to bravely loose the knot represented from the proposal of a uncritical acceptance of the indicator of the IMPACT FACTOR with the consequent absolute judge of quality, that fatally depends from an egemonic Anglo-Saxon filter, not exempt from an unavoidable lobbystic imprint.